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Spoken language comprehension involves mapping acoustic information onto linguistic representations, 

potentially using both bottom-up and top-down mechanisms. These top-down processes may serve an important 

compensatory role when the acoustic signal is distorted or degraded. We scanned listeners presented with 

sentences of varying intelligibility using three forms of distortion to distinguish responses to acoustic and 

linguistic information and to determine at what processing level(s) compensation for distorted input may act. 

Three different forms of distortion, preserving spectral and/or temporal properties of speech, were employed: (1) 

speech with a pink noise background; (2) speech segmented into short sections with alternate chunks replaced 

by noise; (3) noise-vocoded speech in which spectral information is replaced with band-passed, amplitude-

modulated noise (Shannon et al., 1995). Three levels of intelligibility were generated for each manipulation, 

based on the proportion of words repeated by participants in a pilot study – low  (14-28% words repeated 

correctly), moderate (62-72%) and high (82-92%) intelligibility. We also included conditions in which subjects 

heard unmodified sentences or unintelligible signal-correlated noise. 

We collected 228 whole-brain EPI volumes from 12 right-handed, English-speaking volunteers using a 3T 

Bruker scanner, presenting sentences during the silent interval between scans. Analyses relating sentence 

intelligibility to neural responses showed a reliable linear correlation in voxels along the length of the superior 

and middle temporal gyri in the left hemisphere, extended anteriorly from auditory cortex towards the temporal 

pole and posteriorly to the temporoparietal junction. Similar but less extensive activation was observed in the 

right superior and middle temporal gyri. A portion of left inferior frontal gyrus and the body of the left 

hippocampal complex also responded to changes in intelligibility. Activation around auditory cortex was 

dependent on the form of distortion applied, suggesting sensitivity to acoustic properties of the speech input, 

whereas activation in anterior and posterior temporal lobe regions and in inferior frontal regions was equivalent 

for all three forms of distortion, suggesting that more abstract linguistic processes are dependent on these brain 

regions. 

Activation in several left-hemisphere regions was elevated for distorted stimuli relative to normal speech and 

signal-correlated noise. This response is consistent with attentional modulation of sound-based processes or 

other top-down influences on comprehension; we observed considerable overlap with both form-dependent 

(acoustic) and form-independent (linguistic) intelligibility-responsive areas. Thus compensating for distorted or 

degraded input can modulate activity at multiple stages of the processing hierarchy for spoken language 

comprehension.  [This work was supported by the Medical Research Council.] 
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